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AOPA Regional Representatives Agreement 2013

1. The AOPA Regional Representatives Initiative

1.1 This initiative has been developed from an idea put to the Members Working Group (MWG).

1.2 The idea behind this is to establish an AOPA point of contact for those Schools/Clubs, Groups and Pilots
who may wish to contact AOPA, whether or not they are a member. In this way, it is hoped AOPA will be
seen to be responsive, approachable and relevant to the GA population, leading to a higher level of
membership.

1.3 A Regional Rep will be an AOPA member, either Individual or Corporate, who actively supports AOPA and
has the time, drive and, in the case of an individual, the personality to promote flying activity at an
Aerodrome and, of course, AOPA.

1.4 A successful Regional Rep will engage with Pilots of all levels of experience, keeping them in the flying
community and helping, especially new Pilots, them to widen their flying experiences in different ways.

1.5 Additionally, a Regional Rep will engage with GA businesses at their Aerodrome to help them promote flying
activity and build a social atmosphere embracing all Aerodrome users, to the benefit of all; more business for
the Aerodrome, more flying and social activity, more happy Pilots.

2. The Regional Reps Role

2.1 Commitment to an Aerodrome or a group of local Aerodromes.

2.1.1 It is anticipated that a Regional Rep will be a single volunteer to cover a single Aerodrome. However,
where appropriate because of size or geographical locations, a Rep may volunteer to cover several
Aerodromes or Strips in reasonable proximity to each other or share the role at a large Aerodrome or
Airport.

2.1.2 When a Rep/Reps is/are appointed by AOPA it is expected that they will commit to the role by :

i. Making themselves visible and their role known to Aerodrome users, operators and businesses
ii. Building a relationship with Flying Clubs/Schools; Owner, Head of Training, CFI, FI's
iii. Being responsive to any contact relevant to the role.
iv. Having their contact details published on the AOPA website and in any other AOPA media.
v. Installing and maintaining the AOPA Regional Reps Notice Board in a prominent position.
vi. Involving themselves in Aerodrome events, including helping to organise events.
vii. Maintaining and growing AOPA membership, particularly focussing on Student pilots.

2.1.3 It is recognised that circumstances change. Therefore, it is incumbent on a Rep to inform AOPA at the
earliest possible time if they can no longer give this commitment.

2.1.4 While it is recognised that this is a voluntary role, if at any time AOPA has reason to believe that a Rep is
not fulfilling this commitment then it reserves the right to terminate the appointment.

2.2 Responsiveness.

2.2.1 It is essential that a Rep responds to any contact promptly, or it will reflect poorly on AOPA.

2.2.2 Under normal circumstances it is expected that a response, even if just an acknowledgement, is made
within 5 days.

2.3 Promotional Opportunities.

2.3.1  AOPA promotes and supports a range of activities aimed at progressive improvement of flying skills :

 IMC Rating (notwithstanding an uncertain future)
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 Radio Navigation Certificate
 Wings Awards Scheme
 VFR Mentoring Scheme
 Aerobatics Training

2.3.2 Each Rep should familiarise themselves with each of the above, sufficient details are available on the
AOPA UK website, and promote awareness whenever possible.

2.3.3 Additionally, AOPA supports a Flying Companions Course and a Ground Instructors Course. Again
sufficient detail is available from the AOPA UK website.

2.3.4 Participate in local events to promote AOPA, e.g. Safety Evenings, Evening Presentations, Aerodrome
Events (Fly-Ins, Fly-Outs). If you have the time and confidence, arrange an AOPA event yourself.

3. AOPA Support

3.1 The AOPA Office is there to support each Rep.

3.2 On taking up the Reps role, unless taking over from another Rep, a Rep will be supplied with a pack of AOPA
material and a Notice Board.

3.3 Reps get a monthly update for the AOPA Notice Board.

3.4 Reps will get 5 additional copies of GA Magazine to leave in Flying Club lounges, or other communal spaces.

3.5 A Rep can request AOPA branded items to use at local events (we are looking into a standard event pack).
But please give sufficient notice. You may also request attendance from AOPA to speak/present at an event.

3.6 The AOPA UK website will provide a contact form for each Rep and show Reps locations on a Map.

3.7 Each Rep will be set up with an aopa email address that forwards to your preferred personal email address,
which will remain cloaked on the website.

3.8 AOPA is continually trying to improve. In 2013 it is planned to :

 Produce a manual to support a consistent AOPA message
 Introduce an email newsletter, initially bi-monthly
 Provide an electronic version of the GA Magazine
 Arrange annual Regional meetings with Reps
 Develop an event support package

4. Applying to become an AOPA Regional Rep

4.1 Any current AOPA UK Pilot, Instructor or Corporate Member may apply to be an AOPA Regional Rep by
email to mandy@aopa.co.uk or by post to AOPA, 50a Cambridge Street, LONDON SW1V 4QQ.

4.2 Your application should include two references (which may be scanned and attached to your email or copies
of reference emails copied into your email) from the Aerodrome/Airfield you wish to represent, e.g. fellow
aviators, airfield manager, staff member of a flying club.

4.3 Corporate members applying should nominate a single staff member as a point of contact and provide
assurances that you will represent AOPA to all airfield users and businesses.

END


